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Born in the Shadow of Rusty Red

I grew up in Luoyang, a city famous for its Peony flowers, Longmen Grottoes, and
morning broth culture. The process of making art, in some ways, is like simmering a pot
of broth. This recipe could introduce you to what I’m doing:

Pork bone-*Structure:
Simply speaking, my artistic practice is sculptural and can be regarded as an art of
integrating three-dimensional objects in space. I’m doing collage in space. Space is my
canvas.
Scallion, Ginger and other seasonings- *Skill:
I prefer to use elements I have made with my academic sculptural ability allowing me to
create whatever elements I need for my projects.
Meat, Boo-ya -*Material:
I enjoy transforming raw materials like wood, clay, metal, plaster, and concrete. Readymade
and found objects may also be incorporated.
Low simmer and tiiiimmme- *Concept:
I explore concepts about the relation between people. Bodies, life, death, and rebirth are
some of the conceptual themes I focus on.

In 2013, I was admitted to the Central Academy of Fine Art (CAFA). Because the first
semester was inundated with oil painting, the second year I chose to enter the sculpture
department. I thought it would be more direct, but it was not at all. After six months of
4

basic training in the sculpture department, I decided to join Studio 2 because I believed I
needed to be part of the most traditional studio while at the most prestigious and historic
art school in China. This decision reflected my desire to be an artist who has made
history. The research orientation of Studio 2 is based on Soviet Union-style realism as a
means to explore contemporary expression. As a tool or medium, those grand realistic
sculptures created by Ivan Mestrovic and other artists represented a way to communicate
with the world, which influenced my logic and aesthetic at the beginning of my artistic
career. This is how my art career started, grounded in a very specific sculptural tradition
in a state without understanding the contemporary potential of sculpture.

1.Head of Milos Obilic, Ivan Mestrovic, 1908, Serbian Museum Puts Mestrovic’s Vidovdan Sculptures on Display

Two years later, in 2015, Matthew Barney brought his River of Fundament (2014) to the
5

CAFA museum for its Asian premiere, which was a grand, unprecedented occasion. The
screening and the subsequent lecture were divided into two parts. I was lucky enough to
be one of the lottery ticket winners to participate, and the entire six-hour screening
refreshed my understanding of art and sculpture.

Matthew Barney inserts elements of modern American culture (such as car culture) into
the narrative of ancient Egyptian mythology. Religion, industry, resurrection, and
manufacturing, and more are all fused together. All these topics were represented by
sculpture, casting, clothing, performance, stage design, and many other different art
forms, and finally integrated into a whole in the form of film. I suddenly realized that art
could be everything. Even the industrial system behind the sculpture could also be
elements of art. The research I had done on the semiotic language of sculpture was only a
small part of what sculpture could be.

6

2. Portrait of a man, Clay, 2017
A work from Xiong Wei’s fourth-year undergraduate

My research on realistic sculpture during my undergraduate years fed my strong interest
in the relationships among people, human bodies, and our society. I was limited to
researching and experimenting with the formal language of realistic statues, and I mainly
used different shapes to express the emotions of a figure or a certain state of being. After
seeing Matthew Barney, I gradually shifted to explore the relationship between a
conceptual thread and a material context. The techniques and skills of sculpture-making
and the meaning that an image can convey are now secondary. This helps me to better
convey concepts rather than just continue creating a study of image and shape.

7

When I decided to study abroad, I pondered whether I should abandon what I had learned
and adopt a completely new approach to creativity. But gradually I realized that I could
not choose to forget where I came from. My past experiences and background have
shaped me, and in a Western context, it makes me unique.

Immersed in the Ink and Water of Landscape

One day, an artist friend came to my studio and said, “Wow, I can feel the tone of your
studio!” Compared to the colorful studios of some painters, the tone of my studio is
always light brown, earthy and harmonious, because of my use of raw materials such as
clay, wood, and plaster.

Art and science are entangled with philosophy and complement each other. As a product
of the “Spirit of the Times”, art is the objective presentation of people's subjective
thoughts, rational cognition, and aesthetic appreciation. No matter whether it is Eastern
philosophy or Western philosophy, our thoughts are all self-consciousness concepts of a
nation in different times and under different circumstances. Art can embody and
participate in the shaping of national character, zeitgeist, and social ideals.

Traditional Chinese philosophy is based on Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism. They
form the characters and habits of the people living in the land and provide the basis for
8

traditional Chinese art. I grew up in China, and my exposure to Chinese philosophies
from a young age helped me to develop a worldview and values based on national history
and ideology. Chinese painting is very metaphysical, and its artistic expression is full of
hints and imagination. In Fan Kuan’s Travelers among Mountains and Streams (谿山行

旅), the picture is divided into more than seven layers by rocks, streams, clouds, trees,
and trade caravans moving through it. Human activity becomes a secondary element in
the image, as the towering peaks and clouds in the distance occupy nearly two-thirds of
the frame. “Fan's style - reducing human figures to minute proportions and dramatizing
the awesome power of nature - has led critics to compare his creative powers with those
of nature itself.” The row of people and horses in the lower right corner can hardly be
1

detected without careful observation. The rocks and trees in the foreground are carefully
carved to provide more contrast with the grandeur of the mountains while also providing
more visibility and integration for the figures in the picture. Compare this to Caspar
David Friedrich's famous painting Wanderer Above the Sea of Fog (1818), which was
produced after the French Revolution. A man standing on the top of the mountain facing
the billowing clouds and a magnificent mountain scene, with the figure’s body at the
center of the picture, can be seen as a sense of conquest of nature after climbing to the
top. This highlights the significance of the western individual's ambition, ideals, and
subjective understanding of nature.

Wen C. Fong ( 方聞 ) & Watt James C. Y., Possessing the Past： Treasures from the National Palace Museum (Taipei, New York:
The Metropolitan Museum of Art. , 1996.）
1
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Traditional Western paintings are
illustrative, and generally have expository
descriptions of specific events, characters, stories,
and legends; Chinese painting is more literalized,
moralized, and idealized. Traditional Chinese
painting allows the audiences to calm the heart,
extend the spirit, sit down and travel thousands of
miles. Be one with the environment, more in
pursuit of the inner, rather than outward
exploration and conquest. It is the organic unity of
human order and natural rule. Chinese painting is
an art of letting people calm down; it does not
show war, does not show blood, does not show
petulance; and it rarely shows anxiety.

Chinese painting was aristocratic, painters were

3. 谿山行旅图, Travelers among Mountains and
Streams, Northern Song Dynasty (late 10th-early 11th
century), ink and slight color on silk, 6¾ ft x 2½ ft.
National Palace Museum, Taipei

always educated officials. This led to the fact that the aesthetics of traditional paintings
were very different from social tastes. These arts were not intended for the public, but
they still contained an educational meaning. In the Origin of Chinese Artistic Spirits-Xu
Fuguan and the rediscovery of Chuang Tzu, Xu Fuguan said:

The art of running along with reality and contending with it is exactly "water for water" and
10

"fire for fire" in terms of the function of life and society. It makes the tense life more tense
and the chaotic society more chaotic, and completely loses the meaning of the establishment
2

of art.

This traditional concept of harmony between man and nature is still shaping
contemporary Chinese thought and generating new creations, and I am no exception to
this. Many artists tend to base their art on theoretical research, but my art is more like a
participant's response to events and experiences. The integration of humans and nature in
traditional ink paintings guide my understanding of the body and space of performances
or events in a public space to the relationship between sculpture and people in a gallery.

When we talk about performance art, I prefer to separate performance art from socially
engaged art. I couldn't agree more with David Hammons when he said of his Bliz-aard
Ball Sale (1983) that it was not a performance but more like an event. Where is it going
to happen? The location and environment are the context and scenario in which the event
takes place. This determines the behavior of the audience and largely the meaning of the
work.

2

Zhang Renxiang , The Origin of Chinese Artistic Spirits——Xu Fuguan and the rediscovery of Chuang Tzu .(Chinese
Department,Jinan University,Guangzhou 510632,China)
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4.Chinatown Project No.2 - Whiskey Calligraph, 2019.
4.Chinatown
Projectdocumentation
No.2 - WhiskeyofCalligraph,
Photographic
an Action. 2019.
documentation
of anYork
Action.
67Photographic
Division Street,
Chinatown, New
City
67 Division Street, Chinatown, New York City

Chinatown Project No.2 - Whiskey Calligraphy (2019), is an “event” that I wrote down a
third century story called "一叶障目 "3（One Leaf Blindfold） with Jack Daniels
whiskey as ink, on a wall under the Manhattan Bridge. Where I had spray-painted a
slogan Chinatown is not Chinatown and then the “is not” was removed by some people.
When the audience walks by while the event is happening, my random viewers can take
pictures, stopping or not stopping, or simply watching. They can walk between the body
of the artist and the body of the work, and become a part of this event, even if they're just
passing by and don't subjectively want to participate in a work of art. When I am into an

3

CHINESE MYTHOLOGY PODCAST-Episode 156: Ancient Chinese Jokes 5 – Leaves of Invisibility. May 31, 2019
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environment, I make a difference in that environment through my actions. Unlike the
viewing of a firework, the influence of this event on audiences should be organic, not
compulsory. This is the reason why I don’t want to call it a performance. The audience
should not be forced to watch what I do, and the audience should not be designated and
watch all of it like in the cinema. I hope that when an event happens, it can be integrated
into its surroundings. Whoever is passing by, they are the right person, they are the
audience.

Wandering Between the Fogs of Collective and Individual.

Traditional Chinese philosophy, which reaches into every aspect of life, influences the
country's political system, and affects every individual. My American classmates
sometimes do not understand my quietness when working with others in a shared project
space. I told them that this was because I grew up in a collectivist society, where
individuals are required to think for the majority of others, instead of putting themselves
first like in the United States. Today, China can be seen as the only large communist
country influencing the world. Collectivism affects everything in daily life, artistic
creation is no exception. The socialist market economy mixes traditional Chinese
characteristics with communist ideology as its political framework, and a free market
regulated by the state as its economic mode. China's current art market is an economy
based on western capitalist market economies. This began after the reform and opening
13

up that started in 1979 and is still ongoing.

In the West, scholars describe state capitalism as the intervention of the state in adjusting
a free market economy. Many people call China's current system a form of state
capitalism, but this is clearly not accurate enough. This new exploration has been a great
success and has long since departed from the theory and practice of the Marxists of the
19th and 20th centuries, becoming a new form that I think is on a par with Western
democracy, which has dominated the world for the last two centuries. This makes me
excited. China has learned a lot from the successful model of the West. However, due to
philosophical concepts, specific national conditions and historical reasons, China cannot
become the China that the West wants. However, based on its own roots, it can absorb
advanced ideas and models and produce a suitable and unique system, contributing to the
development of human civilization.

I remember when I first came here, I tried to do things the way I did in China and it was
almost impossible. I couldn’t make sculpture the way that I was used to. When I was an
undergraduate student, doing an art project back then, students first planned rationally,
then talked to their professors and friends, sought advice, and gathered references to
affirm what they were creating. As a student with well-honed skills, it was not difficult to
implement a specific project. On the contrary, at least in my experience, my American
MFA friends have a completely different way of making art: when they first start a
project, sometimes they actually have no idea what they're making, but based on interest,
14

research, or a feeling from a material, work begins to take shape through an exploratory
process. The work might be horrible looking at the beginning, but later it produces a very
interesting result, gradually turning into a relatively mature state. The work may seem
less technical than the academic techniques used predominantly in China, but artists are
not afraid of making mistakes. There is no right or wrong, in the end; the process gives
the work a completely different vitality.

Material markets in China are always in huge market areas in the suburbs like Woodbury
Common Premium Outlets, specializing in all kinds of building materials. The
government has consolidated all the bulk building materials in a relatively centralized
area. Compared to the States, different companies compete with each other and do not
integrate their products and are instead scattered all over the city. They may be able to
provide higher quality products, but for every part or element we need, we must go
through different hardware stores and brands to find it. So many choices and the allure of
consumerism. Every company is doing everything they can to make things easier for their
customers, but finding the right thing takes more time.

In terms of making artwork in China, there are always some random variations in the
production process, but the results do not deviate too far from the original plan. With
relatively cheap labor, mass production becomes less of a hassle or even can be an
element of the artwork, like the ceramic sunflower seeds of Ai Weiwei, which took 1600
workers and two and half years to accomplish in Jingdezhen, the most famous “ceramic
15

city” in China. With so many small workshops and factories in the suburbs of Beijing and
other big cities, even a student can easily place an order for making a mold for a bodysized sculpture and cast fiberglass with only two hundred dollars. The team of 3 to 4
workers will drive to your studio to make the mold, take the mold away to cast, build the
internal structure, do a basic polish, and then send it back to your studio. The cost of
plaster, fiberglass, iron structure, transportation is all included. In the states, the
implementation process is always slower: there are all of these manufacturing providers
to help us deal with all these steps, but it just takes so much money and time. For some
small projects, we can definitely do it on our own, but with all kinds of mistakes and
challenges along the way. No matter how good an artist is at handcrafting, we are no
better than a professional worker, and it is no longer necessary for contemporary artists to
devote their time to this part.

I used to think this inconvenience was a bad thing and I was so upset about it. But now I
have changed my mind; I’ve realized that this is actually the reason why I chose to come
to the states.

Western individualism, especially in the field of art, artists and curators- are at the apex
of individualism, to be different from everyone else is the highest value in the arts. That’s
what we champion. It seems that sometimes the individual is overemphasized in the West
to the detriment of collective interests. It always makes me wonder why, on the one hand,
Americans are so eager to be different from others, and thereby need clear divisions of
16

difference to enter groups and communities that represent common interests. The
individual and the collective are associated and cannot be separated from each other. It's
like the understanding of the word freedom.

Under Chinese communism there is definitely a huge gap and sense of isolation between
the top decision makers and the ordinary individuals, and there is a lack of oversight at
the top. There is also the problem of autocracy. The existence of each individual is
greatly weakened. An equal loss for both sides. Maybe all we can do is hope to find a
balance.

How much am I different from everyone else and how much am I a part of everyone
else? As for ideology, I have not taken the initiative to say that I’m a Marxist, but I found
through art that this seems to be a tendency. Maybe it’s because of the environment I
grew up in. I hope that people have a relationship with my sculptures, much like Chinese
landscape paintings. People and sculptures should share the environment. I therefore
prefer sculptures that are the scale of the body. I'm interested in the public potential of
sculpture, as I don't want my art to be a toy for a few elite people. In a way I want to
diminish the individual, to take the spotlight away from the individual and shine it on as
many people as possible. I am beginning to feel I’m against American individualism
especially in its current western art historical model.

17

Look in the Dusty Mirror from the Other Side.

There is a conflict between the idea and the production. If I worry too much when
creating a piece, it will be difficult to get it done. The process of creating sculpture itself
is time-consuming. But it is also the best part of the process of accepting uncertainty.
New ideas can ruin the work or make it better.

Each sculpture has its own specific geography, and each piece is affected by the
conditions of the place where it is made. Living in New York has subjected me to a
variety of new conditions. I need to abandon my old methods of working in familiar
places like Beijing and allow myself to start experimenting with new materials and
processes. The shift in geography changed my work. Actually, my life was fucked up by
the States, my sculpture and my art were fucked up too. But this fucked up shape was
what I wanted; I was affected and shaped by the different circumstances I chose. This is
the thing I want to embrace and pursue. Instead of always complaining about these
restrictions and invariability, it is better to change my perspective to look at the current
state. Once I did that, all the previous difficulties turned into convenience and benefits
that I did not realize before. These are what I wanted to pursue when I made my decision
to come to the United States.

Now I have an answer for myself, a method that seems would work well. When an
ambitious project becomes clear, I start small and gradually build it up if facing a
18

limitation of resources. A large project starts with a small thing, gradually superimposed,
adjusted, and improved, and through one iteration after another, it may eventually
become a masterpiece.

Build the Secret Base Fit for Myself

China's recent historical economic evolution has been so remarkable. From the reform
and opening up to the formal accession to the WTO in 2001, China’s economy, politics
and culture were strongly impacted by the capitalist dominated world: the excitement of
Japanese cartoons, Tom Cruise piloting a fighter jet, Spider-man's “With great power
comes great responsibility”, the glory of freedom and democracy, and the lure of
consumerism. Chinese contemporary art was also influenced by western art history, new
practices, and woke up from the sadness after the Cultural Revolution. It was not until
then that art schools in China began to systematically study "contemporary art" and
"modernism". Gardner's Art Through the Ages, compiled by scholars from 1926 until
now, has become a bible for students, institutions, and museums in China. But it is
woefully short on non-Western non-European art such as Chinese art and Latin American
art. The entire Chinese society is actively and passively learning this approach, absorbing
it, and changing. Coca-Cola has killed off most of the local beverage factories and China
has been declared lacking in "modern art". But the word “modern art” itself has a specific
meaning, which is summarized by a western modernist art system.
19

Outsider from a different world? No, I don’t think so. However, being Chinese and
studying in the United States, I don't seem to have a lens to criticize this, because
Western art history has become a part of me already, a part of many Chinese artists. I
believe I am in a good position to examine this question. I am lucky to experience this era
wedged between these two world powers, having to suffer the hostility and stereotypes.
In an era in when China and the United
States are the two largest economies, a
cross-cultural, Chinese perspective on
American emotions, issues, and social
processes feels necessary.

Art for the people (1999), An English
translated slogan from Chairman Mao,
written by the rules of calligraphy and
Chinese character composition method by
Xu Bin. The “people” in this term is a
5. Art for the People (1999), Xu Bing, Mixed media
installation, Museum of the Modern Art
409 2/5 × 120 9/10 in; 1040 × 307 cm

particularly communist high-level abstract
word which is emphasized in his art. Art

is never made to be a luxury reserved for the play and consumption of a few aristocrats.
“The banner and its slogan served both as a motto for the museum and as a public airing
of one of Mao Zedong's most fundamental views on art. Reflective also of the artist's
20

personal conviction that Mao's concept of art for the people is universally relevant; the
work exemplifies the way in which Xu integrates his particular cultural background and
life experience into the international context of contemporary art.” The communal,
4

educational, and benevolent nature of this sentence fascinates me and influences my art.
In my opinion, this work directly reflects the cultural differences and confusion faced by
Chinese contemporary artists living in the United States.

Ai Weiwei's art is more like a political manifesto, with a clear and even seemingly
foolishly simple, almost dualistic stance. The clarity of his position has made Ai loved
and hated by half the world. That's why there can only be one Ai Weiwei. The core of Ai
Weiwei's writing is also about people. As a representative of the first batch of Chinese
contemporary artists, he understands traditional Chinese art yet fully absorbs capitalist
rules and values of freedom and democracy. Twelve animal heads from the Old Summer
Palace (2018) are a series of giant mosaic pieces made of Legos. Each Lego block
symbolizes everyone under collectivism, and together they constitute the cultural symbol
of the most tragic period of the late Qing Dynasty in China. However, Lego (a Danish
company) is a typical product of the Western world; yet it also has a new factory in
Jiaxing, China.

4 Xu
5

5

Bing, Statement of Art for the People. 1999

LEGO official, The LEGO Group celebrates official opening of factory in China. 24 November 2016
21

6. Lego Zodiac (2018), Ai Weiwei, Ringling Museum. [ Courtesy of the Ringling]

Another work of Ai Weiwei, The Sunflower Seeds (2009). 100 million ceramic sunflower
seeds, and the amount of labor and time behind it, meant it “can be accomplished only in
this country (China)” . In Communist China, Chairman Mao was compared to the sun and
6

young people to sunflowers. Sunflower seeds represented each individual in the
collective. From production to the Turbine Hall at the Tate Modern, eventually each
sunflower seed sold for $5. Each element becomes a part of the work, together they are
reflecting China as the world's factory that caters to Western consumerism. Cheap labor,
mechanically hand produced, numb people work for an exploited wage. The laborers who

6

Faurschou Foundation, About Ai Weiwei's Sunflower Seeds.
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made these sunflower seeds were essentially making portraits of themselves.

Consider an American sculptor like Rachel Harrison in comparison to Ai Weiwei.
Compared to Ai Weiwei’s work,
Rachel Harrison’s is inspired by
individual anecdotes of daily life. She
once sent film she picked up on the
beach to ten different photo labs in
New York City, telling them only the

7.
7. Worker
Worker in
in Jingdezhen
Jingdezhen making
making ceramic
ceramic sunflower
sunflower seeds.
seeds.

ideal size of the photograph. As a result, the artist ended up with ten photographs that
looked the same but also slightly different. To observe and magnify differences under the
same conditions is Harrison’s primary focus. Another piece called 1:1 (Wonton: John)
(1996) is in the same vein. After the artist learned how to make Wontons from a Chinese
restaurant near her apartment, she made more than 10 ceramic wontons of different sizes
and colors and displayed them on a table. On the wall were posters, photos, Ads, and
album covers collected in New York City, which contain images of men named John.
These people all have the same name but different lives. A famous singer and writer, as
well as ordinary people in photos from family albums. But they are all John.

23

8. 1:1 (Wonton: John) (1996) Installation view: Rachel Harrison Life Hack, Whitney Museum of American Art, New York,
2019--2020

Ai Weiwei's work and Rachel Harrison's work both show the relationship between
individuals and collective, but one minimizes differences and individuals, and the other
emphasizes and shows differences. Realism, especially social realism is the artwork of
communism/socialism like Ai Weiwei's figurative sunflower seed, compared to Rachel
Harrison's use of ready-mades. The choice of materials itself also reflects their ways of
looking. The assemblage of ready-made products feels "simple", but they are not, it
requires a sensitivity to looking at materials and objects.

I’m creating sculptural collages with mostly raw material-based elements and some
24

ready-made objects. I feel ready-mades are more like a defined material with a relatively
fixed language. Whereas the sculptural elements I make can be more flexible to meet my
needs for the whole sculpture.

Play with My Own Ghost from the Past

2020 was a tough year for everyone. One evening in April, almost seven o'clock, when
New York City was at its worst lock down, people were “clapping because we care”knocking on pots and cheering for first responders. I was going out to get food and
supplies. I got off the bus at West 42 St. and 11 Ave. Suddenly there was a massive
amount of cheering and beating of pots. The jingle gradually spread out from the tall
residential buildings around, from sky falling on the empty street with few pedestrians
and zero traffic. I was looking up to try to find the source of sound but there was nothing,
only windows and windows. I know people are the sound source I am looking for and
they are right behind those windows. However, at that moment I felt a sense of the divine
such as the light of heaven. In those sad days, especially for New York City, humans, as
the absolute dominator, were dominated by the invisible enemy—The Covid-19 viruses.
People were imprisoned in their small cubes isolated from each other. The space humans
designed was replaced by the natural rules of the virus. Although the virus cannot build
square blocks, central park and walls, the spaces we are familiar with were reshaped.
Under these circumstances, people choose to use one of the most animalistic behaviors25

just like frogs, whales, wolves, and meerkats- making noise. By showing each other their
existence, they provided psychological support and confirmed that we are still all
together while sequestered. This response was the source of that powerful energy I felt. I
stood at the intersection for a long time until the voice faded and then back to quiet again.

Based on this experience, I came up with a sentence, a central concept for my workLiving by others’ death. This happens every day, everywhere. Not just in nature, but in
politics as well. The order of man and the order of nature cannot be discussed separately,
and we are controlled by these two factors at the same time, and we are caught playing
different roles in this cycle.

Each piece in the Farewell Series can be seen as part of this circle of life, birth, death,
rebirth, and. All the works in this series can be seen as monuments for the people who
dedicated their life and time to the process of cultivating life and caring for the dying.

When I picked up wood from the beach and put it in the gallery, I knew that I wanted to
make a dead forest and “draw a traditional landscape painting” in space. My sculptures
are the scale of the human body, which draws a parallel between the body and its
environment. The sculpture in this exhibition should not overpower the human body. This
reflects a subjective and non-hierarchical relationship between humans and nature
represented through wood. The wood represents both nature and is a stand in for the
figure. The man-made traces I apply to the wood suggests our human ambition and the
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desire for control.

Additionally, ceramic roast chickens are scattered around the room, dependent on
structures, sharing the floor with the audience. Unlike people, who are dynamic, the
chickens are objects that are static and still. These pieces seem to express nature, animals
used by humans for food we might consume, but also a comment on the process of how
the work is mass-produced with a mold. This artificial imitation of nature without
pretending to be natural explains human control and ambition. Human ingenuity such as
genetic technology and application of nuclear power is the story of Frankenstein
becoming reality. As an implicit element, as the master of theirs works, artists also
represent the absolute order, which is a part of the meaning of this group of sculptures.
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9. Installation view: Roast Chicken (2021), Ceramic

9. Installation view:

(2021), Ceramic

Chicken
I began to understand the whole processRoast
of western
art making. At the very beginning I

didn’t know why I wanted to make a fish, a bunch of chickens, and so on. But my gut
told me to do it, so I just started making them. For the Farewell series, when all the
works were finished in August, I spent a month and a half doing studio visits with
friends, discussing, and viewing these works over and over again. Artists have a clear
idea during production but once the work is made, the meaning it represents is
independent of the artist's idea and can be interpreted differently by its audience.
Depending on the audience's interpretation of the work, I gradually began to generate
language-based, conceptualized feelings to describe my work, then forming them into
concrete statements. This statement is very rational and can serve as a benchmark and
direction for me to understand what I am doing here, where my real desires and passions
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are focused, what I really care about, and what is the source of my happiness as an artist.

The chicken itself also contains a sense of humor. They are a mass-produced product, an
inexpensive source of protein, easy to find in every supermarket, and all chickens look
exactly the same. A 45-day standardized feeding process transforms animals into
commodities: they are creatures and lives produced by humans will for the purposes of
eating. Different glazes vary in color and texture across the series of ceramic chickens,
and some shine or are rich in pattern while others are matte. But overall, they're still
roasted chickens. In Farewell-Manufactured Spectacle with Dark-eyed Juncos
No.1(2021), they are arranged in a linear spectrum, from light to dark. Showing different
degrees of roasting and seasoning. My point is humans are one species, we are all the
same even though we have different skin tones. And chickens are vulnerable individuals
like us. I was struck by photos of prisoners burying unclaimed bodies of COVID-19
victims at Hart Island during the pandemic. The linear arrangement of the chickens came
7

from this picture.

7

Daniel E. Slotnik, The New York Times, Workers wearing personal protective equipment buried unclaimed remains on Hart Island

in April 2020.
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10. Workers wearing personal protective equipment buried unclaimed remains on Hart Island in April 2020.

In Farewell-Manufactured Spectacle with Dark-eyed Juncos No.2 (2021), an iteration of
the previous one, branches are the shells that once held life, but instead of roots, artificial
industrial steel bars have taken their place. The chicken and bird look real, but are clearly
fake, like an elaborate imitation. The metal claws of the birds convey the sense of
construction manufacturing.
10. Workers wearing personal protective equipment buried unclaimed remains on Hart Island in April 2020.

In this series of works, the ceramic fungus on Farewell-Bury Me to Become a Tree
(2021) and vultures in Unity of Two Divine Orders (2021) have a very important internal
connection. They are two metaphors for the concept of Living by others’ death. Fungi are
decomposers, and vultures are scavengers. Mushrooms only grow on dead trees and
slowly help the tree's body return to the soil. Vultures live on corpses of other animals. In
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the traditional Tibetan custom of sky burial, vultures are also involved. They each play
their roles in the circle of life and death.

11. Unity of Two Divine Orders, Ceramic, 10x26x32 inches

Animals rarely stand up forward with their chests straight like the posture of this statue. I
refer to statuary from ancient Egypt and Chinese stone carving. I use this traditional
artistic representation of how the gods are used to emphasize the human order behind the
man-made image of God.

What is the role human beings should play in the world? Humans are a species and a part
of nature, but at the same time so special, so powerful. We've been trying to conquer
nature for a long time. Can we really do if we become masters of nature and the human
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order overtakes the natural rule? The fate and future of human beings collectively is
crucial. I’m questioning the role of humans as the dominant creature on earth, but also
recognizing humans as a small part of this large ecosystem.
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Works List

1.The Collapse and Reinvention of a Doric Column, 2021
Driftwood, Ceramic
11'x3'x4'

2. Farewell-Bury Me to Become a Tree, 2021
Driftwood, Ceramic, Stander camouflage uniform
12'x3'x3'

3. Pond Fish, 2021
Driftwood, Ceramic, Plaster, Crude oil.
64"x21"x19"

4. St George and the Dragon, 2021
Ceramic, Horse Browband, Wood, Iron wire, Cloth, Burlap, Rebar.
4'x10'x4'

5. Farewell-Manufactured Spectacle with Dark-eyed Juncos No.1, 2021
Ceramic, Plaster, Wood, Iron wire, Bracket.
5'x3'x5'
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6. Farewell-Manufactured Spectacle with Dark-eyed Juncos No.2, 2021
Ceramic, Plaster, Wood, Iron wire, Rebar
4'x3x8'

7. Unity of Two Divine Orders, 2021
Ceramic
10"x26"x32"

8. Roast Chickens, 2021
Ceramic
6"x4"x4"
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Individual Works Images

1.The Collapse and Reinvention of a Doric Column
1.The Collapse and Reinvention of a Doric Column
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2. Farewell-Bury Me to Become a Tree
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3. Pond Fish

4. St George and the Dragon
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5. Farewell-Manufactured Spectacle with Dark-eyed Juncos No.1
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6. Farewell-Manufactured Spectacle with Dark-eyed Juncos No.2

5. Farewell-Manufactured Spectacle with Dark-eyed Juncos No.1

6. Farewell-Manufactured Spectacle with Dark-eyed Juncos No.2
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7. Unity of Two Divine Orders

8. Roast Chickens

8. Roast Chickens
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Installation Images
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